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A. Pre-Installation Precaution
1. Use Seat and Floor protectors to avoid damage to surfaces
Disconnect the battery prior ro any ground harness removal
(Recommended). The battery may be temporarily reconnected to
perform such tasks as power seat repositioning, testing, or taking
the vehicle out of gear. Once tasks are completed, disconnect the
battery until the installation is complete and the vehicle is reassembled. If the vehicle is equipped with an Anti-theft radio, the code
must be written down prior to disconnecting the battery cable. The
code must be re-entered when the negative battery cable is
reinstalled. Disconnecting the battery may cause certain vehicle
settings to be lost; Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for the
battery removal.
B. Confirming the Active Headrest kit for Installation.
1. Measure the post guide from center to center position.
(Figure B1) NOTE: Factory headrest removed for image purposes.
Compare the center to center measurements with the Universal
Active Assembly Brackets (Figure B2). Our brackets come preset to
150mm center to center. If the measurement is the same, continue
to next section. If the bracket needs to be adjusted go to page 4.
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C. Running the Active Cables
NOTE: This step should be done by a qualified installer.
1. Run both post cables in between the plastic post guide and the
seats material. Sitting behind the seat, run the black tipped post
cable down the left side and the red tipped post cable down the
right side. (Figure C1)
2. Route cables through the seat and into the center console.
3. Slide the black brackets under the factory seat post guides.
Cables should run underneath the black brackets.
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4. Secure the brackets with the 2 Allen bolts. (Figure C2)
Bolts will screw in from the front of the seat to the back of the seat.
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D. Power Connections
NOTE: Make sure the post cable connector is in the proper orientation before plugging and connectors into the VAP interface. (Figure
D1)
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NOTE: Connector is in the wrong orientation and will not plug into
VAP interface.
Plugging connector into VAP interface in the wrong orientation
may damage VAP interface connector. (Figure D2)
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E. How to play system audio through the car stereo
1. AUX Input (Optional)
Connect the Audio Output to the Vehicles Aux Audio Input.
2. FM Transmitter
a. Locate the FM Transmitter app on the tablet.
b. The FM app is located on the Apps page.
c. The app icon has the FM Transmitter logo.
NOTE: FM Transmitter only works when tablet is docked into the
dock
a. Press the Power button on the screen to turn on the FM
Transmitter.
b. Use the left and right arrows to adjust the FM frequency.
c. The audio of the selected tablet will now come through the
factory stereo
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1. Plug in the A side post cable (red heat-shrink) to the smaller
connector on the VAP interface marked with the letter A.
2. Plug in the A side post cable (black heat-shrink to the larger
connector on the VAP interface marked with the letter A.
3. Plug in the B side post cable (red heat-shrink) to the smaller
connector on the VAP interfacemarked with the letter B.
4. Plug in the B side post cable (black heat-shrink) to the larger
connector on the VAP interface marked with the letter B.
5. Plug in the 2-pin power and ground connector into the VAP
interface.
6. Connect the red wire to the vehicles Accessory power wire.
7. Connect the black wire to the Vehicles chassis ground.
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F. How to remove Dock Housing
1. Slide a thin Nylon Removal Tool (NRT) between the
Dock Housing and the Foam Housing. (Figure F1)
2. When the lock snap releases you will hear a click for
each Lock Snap.
F1

3. There are 6 Lock Snap locations, 3 on the left side,
and 3 on the right side. (Figure F2)
NOTE: All 6 lock snaps need to be released for the Dock
Housing to be removed. (Figure F2)
NOTE: Headrest has Dock Housing removed to show
lock snap locations.

Make sure to pull straight forward when removing
the Dock Housing.
4. Once the Dock Housing has been released from all 6
lock snaps, pull the Dock Housing out to reveal the 2
locking connectors.
5. Carefully remove the locking connectors and unplug
them from the Dock Housing.
NOTE: The locking connectors only have 1.5” of wire, be
careful not to break the locking connectors.
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6. Dock Housing removal complete. (Figure F4)
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